How to solve the problem of managing & securing personnel belongings in a
restricted environment at a queue-line without causing congestion.
Cedar Fair is a world leader in owning and operating regional amusement parks and
water parks, complemented with resort, hotel and recreational properties dispersed
throughout the North America. Annually these parks welcome approximately 28
million guests and provide some of the worlds largest, tallest, longest, fastest &
most exhilarating roller coaster rides.
The Problem
Most roller coaster rides are required to provide short term guest storage lockers, most
importantly to protect guests both on the ride & in the park below from loose items that may
cause serious harm to guests or damage to the workings of the ride, the problem with
traditional lockers being placed in a location near the queue lines has been the cause of an
obstacle of congestion with the merging of ongoing & off-going guests, therefore creating the
need to place the lockers some distance from the ride, meaning guests are left without their
personnel devices for long waiting periods whilst in the queue line.

The VLocker Solution
Vlocker understood there was a need to create a dual sided (dual door) locker, whereby the
locker installation, could be built into the queue-line dividing the ongoing guests from the offgoing, allowing guests to retain the personnel items such as mobile phones to continue to use
for a longer period of time, whilst waiting in line. Vlocker designed & built a fully patented,
award winning solution & applied this to Cedar Fairs Twisted Timbers & Steel Vengeance
coaster rides in May of 2021.
Another great feature Vlocker provides is the social distancing software, designing to allocate
lockers to guests at the required separation distance of 6’, proving a Covid approved solution.
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To learn more about Ride Lockers please
visit www.vlocker.com or
contact sales@vlocker.com
Vlocker provides sales & support through our global network.
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